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Little Kickers Parents and Families,

Thank you for choosing North Portland Soccer Club and helping us 
strengthen our North Portland Community. The NOPOSC board is 
proud to provide opportunities for your littlest ones to play the 
greatest game in the world in North Portland with their friends 
and neighbors. 
 
We are very thankful to Roosevelt High School for our top notch 
facilities and we hope to build a trend that encourages more ath-
letes from our community to stay in North Portland and attend 
and play for our local middle and high schools.  

Parents, you might not know that everything that we do at NOPOSC 
results from volunteer efforts.  We like to think of our Little Kickers 
program as a “volunteer builder”.  The good news for us is that any 
of you with children Little Kickers’  age will have plenty of years 
ahead in which to volunteer!   We hope this is the first of many 
volunteer opportunities in the club that you will actualize.  We be-
lieve in parents fostering a spirit of giving back, and we know that 
by watching you, your kids will be likely to give back too.  

So parents, please get involved if you would, and by all means en-
joy helping out and enjoy watching your kids as they go through 
Little Kickers.  Remember that your kids are not (as yet!) profes-
sional players.  Hug them after every game and don’t forget to 
tell them the best line in the book (which is),  “I love watching you 
play soccer.”  

tHe nOrtH POrtLAnd sOccer cLuB BOArd
North Portland Soccer Club
 



Welcome to Little Kickers!!!

Little Kickers is a safe and fun, coed, introductory soccer program 
run by the North Portland Soccer Club (NoPoSC) for kindergarten 
and pre-k aged children (4-6).

The program takes place over six Sundays. Sessions will be just over 
an hour in length and take place at the Roosevelt High School field at 
6941 N Central St.  Each session will include a short practice (15 to 20 
minutes) and a game. 
  
From administration to game day, the program is run entirely by vol-
unteers!   Thanks for agreeing to help bring the joy of soccer to the 
kids in our community.  Contained in this packet is the information 
you’ll need for a fun and successful Little Kickers season.

Coaching kids at this age does not require soccer expertise or skills.  
All you need is a positive attitude, some time and some patience.  
A willingness to be a bit (or even a lot) silly for the cause certainly 
helps as well.  Kids respond to the energy we bring to the field so 
let’s have fun.

Our Goals for Little Kickers are:
•	 To	introduce	kids	to	the	basic	rules	&	concepts	of	soccer
•	 Help	kids	begin	to	build	basic	soccer	skills
•	 Lay	the	foundation	for	a	life-long	love	of	soccer	
•	 And,	of	course,	run	around	and	have	some	fun!



Game (and Practice) day
All games and practices take place on Sunday. Each session will 
start with a brief Practice Activities Clinic.  At the first week’s Practice 
Activities Clinic we will review logistics, the Little Kickers game, and 
prepare you for the season.  In future weeks, Practice Activities Clinic 
will provide guidance and options for practice activities with your 
team for the week, including demonstrations. 

All games will start and stop together.  An air horn will blow for the 
beginning and ending of each half.

Little Kickers session General Flow/schedule
•	Arrival	
•	Coach	Training/Player	Warm	Up
•	Mini	Practice
•	Games	Begin:	1st	Half	Kickoff
•	Five	Minute	Half	Time
•	2nd	Half	Kickoff
•	Water	Break
•	Closing	Group	Activities
•	Players	Released	to	Go	Home



Little Kickers Games
•	Little	Kickers	games	are	40	minutes	long
   - Two 20 minute halves with a 5 minute half time break.
•	Each	Little	Kickers	team	will	have	six	or	seven	players.		
		-	Games	are	played	3	vs	3	with	no	goalkeepers.		
•	We	do	not	keep	score	and	there	are	no	team	standings.		

The emphasis is on player development and enjoyment. These small 
sided soccer games are intended to meet the developmental needs 
of younger children by allowing them more touches on the ball and 
fewer players to interact with on the playing field.

*More information about the field & basic rules can be found in the 
Week 1 practice section.

Little Kickers Games:  the role of the Parent Volunteers
•	Unlike	games	with	older	players,	during	Little	Kickers	games,	a	Par-
ent Volunteer from each  team will be on the field with their team.  
•	The	Parent	Volunteers	will	not	play,	but	they	are	there	to	provide	
“hands-on” assistance as needed and to provide encouragement.  
Remember, many players will have no formal experience with the 
game of soccer, and they will require significant help knowing what 
to do and where to be throughout the game.   
•	Parent	Volunteers	should	help	players	know	what	to	do	at	breaks/
restarts in play and help ensure that everyone participates.

some examples of how this might look:
• Kick-off-Parent Volunteer of team taking the kick: 
“OK.  It’s our kick.  Which way are we going?  Right.  So which goal 
are we going to score in? Right.  OK.  Who wants to take the kick-off.  



Noah, you’re going to take it?  Great.  Noah, you start here with the 
ball.  OK, Embry and Sarah where are you going to stand?  Right.  We 
want to stand behind this half line, and spread out a bit.  Perfect.  OK, 
Noah, pick a teammate to pass the ball to”
• Kick-off- Parent Volunteer of team not taking the kick: “OK.  It’s their 
kick-off, so we need to stand behind this line.  Let’s spread out a bit.  
Perfect.  When can we go?  Right, when they kick the ball.  And what 
goal are we trying to score in?  Right.  We got this.”
• Goal kick- Parent Volunteer of team taking the kick: “Sarah, you 
haven’t taken a kick yet.  How about you take this goal kick?  We 
need to take the kick from this line.  Ok, Noah and Embry, where 
should you be standing?  Yep, we need to spread out a bit, but not 
too far.  We want Sarah to be able to get us the ball, right?”

You	get	the	idea	.	.	.	the	kids	are	going	to	need	similar	prompting/
assistance after each stoppage in play.

Parent Volunteers should:
•	Encourage	and	celebrate	 the	play	of	all	 the	players	on	 the	
field, not just the players on their team.  
•	Remind	players	to	spread	out	at	restarts	(kick	offs,	throw-
ins, goals kicks).  *Players will bunch up during games. It is the 
nature of soccer for 4 and 5 year olds.   
•	Manage	player	rotation	(subbing	players	in	and	out),	and	try	
their best to make sure every player gets equal playing time.

Beyond	 that,	 some	 friendly	 reminders	 to	 spread	 out	 during	 the	
course of the game are ok, but mostly Parent Volunteers should 
just let the kids play.  Spacing and passing are areas of coaching 
that are more developmentally appropriate for older players.



If your team has been assigned two Parent Volunteers, one should 
be the “on-field” volunteer and one should manage substitutions.  
If there are not two Parent Volunteers assigned, recruit a parent to 
handle this each week. It can become quickly overwhelming to keep 
track of time and who has subbed in and out while also assisting 
the players on the field.  Having a parent keep track and prompt you 
when it is time for subs will make your life much easier.

Finally, Parent Volunteers need to work to make sure players are safe.  
It is rarely an issue for players at this age, but occasionally a Parent 
Volunteer may have to remind a player to stay on his or her feet (not 
slide) or counsel a player not to use their arms for grabbing or push-
ing.  These reminders should be warm and supportive, not scolding.  
The kids are learning the game and how to play with others.

Little Kickers Games:  the role of the referee
There are no referees supplied for Little Kickers games.  A parent or 
older sibling will fill the role of the referee.  The primary roles of the 
referees	for	Little	Kickers	games	are:

1. Stop play when the ball goes out of play.  Kids at this age will 
not stop automatically.   Parent Volunteers should help with this.
2. Decide who gets the ball at a stoppage in play (throw-in for 
the blue team, goal kick for the red team, etc.)  

Referees will also indicate when goals are scored.  A referee may 
need to call a handball if a player purposefully uses his or her hands, 
but it may make just as much sense to let play continue and remind 
the player not to use their hands at a later point.  Referees should 
use their judgment.



Referees may not always get the call correct.  It is our responsibil-
ity as Volunteers and Parents to model the appropriate response 
when this happens, and the appropriate response is to accept the 
call without argument or gesture.  All of our efforts here are to allow 
the players to experience the game and have fun, and they will take 
cues from the adults on how to behave.

Little Kickers: the role of the Parent
The	two	most	important	roles	for	us	as	parents	of	young	athletes	are:

1. Enjoy watching our kids play, and 
2. Let our kids know we enjoy watching them play.

Parents, like Volunteers, should model the sportsmanship, respect 
and joy we want our kids to exhibit when they play.  We should en-
courage the play of not just our kids and our kids’ teams, but the 
play of all the kids that are participating.

Little Kickers: Practices
Practices will take place 15 to 20 minutes immediately prior to 
games.  Each week, the Practice Activities Clinic will provide practice 
plans/activities	and	demonstrations	for	interested	Coaches.
Practices at this age should be all about having fun and kids getting 
used to having a ball at their feet.  Practices should support kids to 
build technical skills with the ball while engaging their imaginations, 
and practices should be designed to give kids of all skill levels the 
opportunity to get better and to have fun.  The activities shared here 
and in the Practice Activities Clinic are crafted to achieve these goals.



General tips for training sessions with 4 & 5 Year Olds
•	Make	it	fun	and	be	enthusiastic.		If	you’re	having	fun,	the	kids	will	as	well.
•	Keep	it	simple,	and	tell	a	story.		(For	example,	we’re	not	just	dribbling	out	to	
yonder cone, circling it and returning; we’re blasting our rocket into space, orbit-
ing a planet and looking for signs of life and then returning home.  “On my planet 
I saw a green alien with five purple hands.  What did you see?”)
•	Games/activities	should	involve	each	player	with	their	own	ball.		We	want	to	
maximize each player’s touches with the ball.  
•	Avoid	lines.		The	occasional	line	is	ok,	but	kids	at	this	age	become	easily	dis-
tracted if not actively engaged.
•	Focus	on	games	 that	build	dribbling	and	shooting	skills.	 	Passing	 is	beyond	
developmental norms for many 4 and 5 year olds.
•	A	competitive	element	can	(and	should)	be	a	part	of	some	practice	activities.		
Competition creates incentive and gives kids a chance to feel success.  At this 
age, though, the competition should be with the Parent Volunteers or against 
time, not against other players.  (For example, as kids get older, there are a number 
of variations of “keep away”  games that work great to build both dribbling and de-
fending skills.  At this age, though, many kids will break down completely if another 
child takes “their” ball.   So instead, for Little Kickers, the kids keep their ball away from 
the Parent Volunteers, and that way the Parent Volunteer can ensure their success.)

•	Tell	the	kids	what	we	want	them	to	do,	not	what	we	don’t	want	them	to	do.		
What we talk about focuses attention.  We want kids to be thinking about what 
we want them to be doing, and not thinking about what we don’t want them to 
be doing.   (For example, rather than saying “don’t kick with your toe”, we could 
say “try kicking the ball with this part of your foot.”)  This is a simple and power-
ful coaching tip, but also one that is sometimes hard to remember and practice 
(at least for me.)
•	Be	 flexible.	 	Read	the	 team.	 	We	will	provide	a	practice	plan	 for	each	week,	
but each group of kids is different.   We need to be flexible enough to respond 
to what they want and need.  An activity we think is brilliant  may flop with the 
kids.		Be	ready	to	move	on	to	something	else	if	what	you	are	trying	isn’t	working.		
If you find something that really works and the kids like, don’t be afraid use it 
repeatedly from practice to practice.

•	Don’t	shy	away	from	exaggerated	pratfalls.		If	you	are	physically	able	to	do	so,	
falling down can really motivate kids.  They love it when their success results in 
you sprawled on the ground.  If falling down doesn’t work for you, exaggerated 
silly noises can work wonders, too.



PrActice Guide 
nOPOsc Little Kickers Week 1
1.	Introductions	&	Team	T-Shirts	Dispersed
2. Pick Team Name
3.	Explain	Basic	Rules
Kids should be shown the field area and directed to play the game inside 
the cones without using their hands to score goals.  When the ball goes 
outside the field they should listen to parent volunteers for what to do next. 

Little Kicker Field
a. Show players the field boundaries--No hands inside the field
b.	Goals-	Try	and	kick	the	ball	into	the	other	team’s	goal	while	protect-
ing their goal (Suggestions for how to emphasize this—the ball is a 
cookie and you want it in the chocolate sauce and the other team is 
trying to get the ball into mayonnaise)
c. Out of bounds?  In the game listen to grown ups for what to do if the 
ball goes outside field

i.	Kickoffs	to	start	half	and	after	goals:		One	team	kicks	off	at	half	
line the other team waits for them to kick behind quarter line.  
ii.	Goal	Kick
iii. Corner Kick
iv. Throw in- This is the one time the players use their hands.  



Kickoffs
•	 Begins	 the	 game	 at	 each	 half	 and	 restarts	 play	 after	 a	 goal	 is	
scored.
•	Ball	is	placed	at	the	center	of	the	half	line
•	Ball	must	go	forward	and	cannot	be	touched	again	by	the	kicker	
until it is touched by another player.
•	The	team	taking	the	kick	(indicated	by	stars	in	the	example	below)	
must stay on their half of the field until the kick is taken.
•	The	opposing	team	(indicated	by	crosses)	must	stay	at	or	behind	
the quarter line until the ball is kicked.
•	Once	the	kick-off	is	taken,	players	may	move	freely	until	there	is	a	
stoppage in play

 



Goal Kicks
•	If	the	ball	is	played	over	the	end	line	(not	into	the	goal)	by	the	
attacking team, the defending team restarts the game with a 
goal kick.  
•	Goal	kick	may	be	taken	by	any	member	of	the	defending	team.		
•	Goal	kick	may	be	taken	anywhere	on	the	quarter	field	line.	
•	All	opposing	players	must	stand	on	or	behind	the	half	line	until	
the ball is kicked.  
•	 The	 teammates	 of	 the	 player	 taking	 the	 goal	 kick	 may	 move	
anywhere on the field but generally should move where their 
teammate can easily pass them the ball. 
•	The	player	taking	the	goal	kick	may	not	play	the	ball	a	second	
time until it is touched by another player.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

*In the diagram above, a goal kick is being taken by Team Star after Team 
Cross played the ball over the end line while attempting to score in Goal B.



corner Kicks
•	If	the	ball	is	played	over	the	endline	(not	into	the	goal)	by	the	
defending team, the attacking team restarts the game with a 
corner kick.
•	The	kick	is	taken	from	the	side	of	goal	that	the	ball	went	out	
of bounds  
•	Kick	may	be	taken	by	any	member	of	the	attacking	team.		
•	The	ball	should	be	placed	as	close	to	the	corner	cone	as	prac-
tical. 
•	Defenders	must	give	the	person	taking	the	corner	kick	6	or	
more yards.
•	Teammates	should	move	where	kicker	can	easily	pass	them	
the ball. 
•	The	player	taking	the	corner	kick	may	not	play	the	ball	a	sec-
ond time until it is touched by another player.

*In the diagram above, Team Star is attempting to score in Goal A, and 
Team Cross is attempting to score in Goal B.  A player on Team Cross 
touched the ball last before it went over the Goal A end line so Team Star 
is awarded a corner kick.



Quick Activities
If you have time before the game try activities like these to orient 
kids	to	the	game:

• Go For Goal! 
Have all the players dribble down the field and score a goal as 
an example of what they want to do in the game. Repeat.

• Throw in…Timber! 
Parent volunteer models a legal throw-in explaining when how 
and why.  (Feet glued to the ground, ball touching the back of 
neck, two hands overhead equally.)  Then volunteer stands 
somewhere in the field and becomes a target.  Kids do a throw 
in one at a time (if you have time) and try to hit the parent vol-
unteer.  If a ball hits the parent volunteer, the parent volunteer 
goes on to one leg.  If another ball hits the parent volunteer, 
she/he	goes	“Timber”	and	falls	to	the	ground.		Parent	volun-
teer then moves to a different spot in grid and begin again.

• Come and Get it!  
Parent volunteer (or parents) have ball(s) and they are the oth-
er team, players job is to take the ball away from the other 
team and then go score a goal(s) together.
Remember to start very unthreatening.  You will only be as 
successful as your least enthused or threatened player is able 
to engage.  Have so much fun with these kids!

• Bulls Eye Passing
Coach continuously walks around the half field space. Players 
attempt to pass their balls so that they hit the foot of the coach 
while the coach is moving. If players hit the moving target they 
yell	“	Bullseye!”	and	the	coach	drops	to	the	ground.



nOPOsc Little Kickers Week 2
Optional Practice Activities
red Light/Green Light
Setup:  Kids will need to line up on a sideline with their ball at their 
feet and will dribble across the field.  No cones. 
Skills:  Demonstrate to the kids dribbling with ball while keeping the 
ball close.  Encourage using both feet and pushing the ball gently 
with inside of the foot.
Parent Help:  Don’t let balls get away from the field, and help stop the 
players	when	they	get	all	the	way	across	to	far	sideline.		Give	high	fives.
Details:  You can run this once without a ball to get kids engaged.  

•	Kids	start	on	one	sideline	and	listen	to	their	parent	volunteer.		
•	When	the	parent	volunteer	yells	“green	light”	players	dribble	
towards opposite sideline and keep dribbling until the parent 
volunteer yells “red light”.  
•	When	the	parent	volunteer	yells	red	light	the	players	stop	the	
ball and freeze with their foot on top of the ball.  
•	Players	stop	when	they	get	to	the	other	sideline	and	wait	for	
all the other players.  

For kids who kick the ball too far to stop at Red Light and encour-
age them to go back to where they were when red light was called.  
Warn them that might get a ticket for running the red light. 

Zoo Dribbling
Setup:  All the players should be on their half of the field with 
the ball at their feet.  The half of the field is their zoo and they 
need to stay inside it.
Skills:  Have fun while giving kids touches on the ball in a crowd so 
they need to keep their heads up.  Teach the players some basics 
like stopping the ball, doing pull backs. change of direction, etc.  
Parent help:  Stand around the boundary and watch the animals in 
the zoo.  Help the players recover any runaway balls.



Details:  Introduce the soccer moves one at a time, introduce the kids 
to the move that they do when they hear you say the corresponding 
animal.  The parent volunteer can say “Zoo” between all animals. Keep 
doing new animals until it looks like the kids are ready to move on.

Zoo = everyone dribbles normally
Fox =	sneaky	pull	back	move	(put	foot	on	top	of	ball	&	pull	it	behind)											
Chicken = stop the ball and sit on ball and yell “bok bok bok”
Painted Dog = Chase your tail by dribbling the ball in a tight circle 
(both directions)
Cheetah = Fast dribble to the touchline of grid (parent volunteer 
labels the “savannah.”)
Kangaroo = hop right over that ball
Turtle = slow motion dribbling
Monkey = step over move
Zebra = swish tail over the ball
Under Dog = super hero pose with one body part touching the ball

duck & Hunter
Setup:  Players, with their balls.  The parent volunteer will move 
around inside the practice area.  
Skills:  Players kick the ball, aiming to hit moving targets while dribbling.
Parent Help:  Keep the balls from rolling away from the practice 
area.
Details:  The kids are the hunters and the parent volunteer is the 
duck.  The hunters try to shoot the duck with their ball.  Players 
dribble around inside the practice area to get a good shot at the 
duck.  The duck walks or jogs inside the practice area as the players 
try to hit the duck with a pass.  One pass striking the duck’s foot 
makes the parent volunteer turn into a 1 legged hopping duck.  The 
second accurate strike brings parent volunteer duck to the ground.  
Quacking and flapping are suggested.  



nOPOsc Little Kickers Week 3
Optional Practice Activities
Body Parts
Setup:  Each player needs to have their ball at their feet.  Set up an 
area that they will dribble inside of--this could be the whole half of 
a field or a smaller area you define (cones for smaller area optional).
Skills: 		Dribbling	while	listening/looking
Parent Help:		Make	sure	the	players	and	their	balls	stay	inside	the	
dribbling area.
Details:

•	 Clearly	 show	 the	 players	 the	 box	 where	 they	 will	 dribble,	
they can dribble straight lines, curly lines, whatever they want.
•	 As	they	are	dribbling,	call	out	body	parts.		Players	then	have	
to stop and touch that body part to the ball.  
•	 After	you	have	done	it	a	couple	times,	you	can	call	out	play-
ers’ names and have them choose the body part.
Variation	1:	With	some	groups,	a	clearer	set	of	directions	than	
dribble around inside this box is helpful.  
•	 Set	 up	 a	 large	 circle	 and	 have	 the	 kids	 dribble	 around	 the	
circle.  
•	 Periodically,	have	them	stop	and	switch	directions.

Variation 2: try after kids have some experience with this drill
•	 Stand	in	the	middle	of	the	circle	or	box.		Rather	than	calling	
out a body part as they dribble, just point to a body part.  This 
forces kids to look up as they are dribbling.  You may have to 
remind the kids to keep moving. 
•	 Tell	the	kids	you	will	count	to	three	once	you	touch	the	body	
part, and if everybody sees and touches  the body part to the 
ball by the time you are done counting the kids get a reward—
you’ll make a funny noise, do a funny dance, fall down, etc.  

  



Rampaging Robot:
Setup:  (A tall cone for each player)  Spread tall cones spaced around 
the practice area.  (There should be as many cones as kids, or one 
more than the number of kids.)  
Skills:  Dribbling
Parent Help:  Parents around the practice area can help keep the 
kids’ balls in the game.  
Details: 

•	 The	parent	volunteer	 (or	volunteers)	are	 robots	on	a	 ram-
page through the city, and the kids have to stop them and save 
the city!  The cones are the power grid for the robots, and as 
long as at least one cone is standing, the robots can continue 
their rampage.  
•	 The	 kids’	 job	 is	 to	 dribble	 their	 balls	 (each	 kid	 has	 a	 ball)	
around the area and use their balls to knock over the cones.  
(Remind them to only use the balls to knock over the cones, 
not their feet.)  
•	 While	the	kids	are	dribbling	around	knocking	over	the	cones,	
the robots are walking (like robots walk) around trying to repair 
the cones to save their power.  The parent volunteers should 
adjust their speed to give the kids the opportunity to shut 
them down after a minute and a half or so.  (Don’t make it too 
easy, but make sure the kids don’t get too discouraged either.  
We want to build confidence.)  
•	 Once	 the	 cones	 are	 all	 knocked	 down	 simultaneously,	 the	
robot powers down dramatically (and topples if you are able).
Repeat a couple of times.  After the first time, say, “you shut 
down the robot in 1 ½ minutes.  Do you think you can shut the 
robot down even faster?”  ( Then make sure they can.)



NOPOSC Little Kickers Week 3 (cont.)

Numbers:
Setup:  Kids give all the balls to a parent volunteer near the goal and 
wait on the endline.  Each player gets a number (or animal or ice 
cream flavor…something unique or shared by only two players)
Skills:  Dribbling and shooting
Parent Help:  Need help getting balls out of the goal after scoring, 
collecting balls that miss the goal, and making sure kids go back to 
the endline to await their next turn.
Details:

•	 Assign	each	player	a	number	and	make	sure	they	know	it—
you can give these numbers as they give you their ball.
•	 Line	the	players	up	on	the	endline	and	tell	them	they	need	to	
listen carefully for their number.
•	 Parent	volunteer	rolls	a	ball	somewhere	out	on	the	field	as	
they call a player’s number.
•	 When	the	player	hears	his/her	number,	he/she	chases	down	
the ball and tries to get a goal as fast as possible.  
•	 Players	come	back	to	the	parent	volunteer	after	they	shoot.		
•	 An	adult	retrieves	the	balls	from	the	back	of	the	net	and	re-
turns them to the parent volunteer.  

*Serve two balls in quick succession to keep the game moving quickly. 

 



nOPOsc Little Kickers Week 4

shark Attack
Setup: (8	small	cones)	Use	small	cones	to	set	up	two	small	“islands”	
in the field big enough for all the players to dribble into.
Skills:  Dribbling in a crowd, reacting to dribble fast
Parent Help:  Encourage the kids and help spread the word that the 
shark is coming
Details:  

•	 Players	dribble	around	in	the	practice	area.		
•	 Parent	volunteer	is	a	sleeping	shark.		When	the	shark	wakes	
up	she/he	will	yell	“feeding	time!”	
•	 When	 the	 players	 hear	 “feeding	 time”	 they	 quickly	 dribble	
into and stop ball in an “island” to be safe from the shark.  
(Remember, you are only giving the impression of trying to catch them.)  

With some groups, getting them to continue dribbling in the box is 
a challenge.  In that case, have them dribble around the outside of a 
larger box that the islands are inside.  When you yell “feeding time” 
they have to race from outside the box to one of the islands inside.

take Out the trash
SetUp: 	(2-4	tall	cones)	Get	a	small	number	of	parent	volunteer	trash	
kickers	(No	more	than	3	total	kickers)	and	divide	the	practice	area	in	
half with 2-4 cones dividing the area.  Players on one side with their 
ball, parent volunteers on the other.  If you have more balls available 
add them to the mix.  
Skills:  Kicking, ball pursuit
Parent Help: A couple of trash kickers and the rest of the helpers are 
needed to keep the balls in the game making sure to return balls to 
the yard they exited.
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take Out the trash (cont.)

Details:
•	 The	balls	are	“trash”	and	the	players	want	to	kick	the	trash	
from their yard to the parent volunteers’ yard.  Parent volun-
teers will gently pass the ball back to the players’ yard.
•	 Cones	can	be	knocked	over	by	the	ball	only.
•	 (optional)	If	a	cone	gets	knocked	over	then	the	parent	volun-
teers lose a trash kicker.
•	 When	 the	 parent	 volunteer	 says	 “Take	 out	 the	 trash!”	 the	
players and parent volunteers start kicking the balls out of their 
yard into the other yard (Nose holding and yucky faces are en-
couraged).
•	 Game	continues	until	one	of	three	things	happens	(1)	time	
runs out—if kids seem bored (2) all the cones get knocked over, 
(3)	all	the	trash	ends	up	in	the	parents’	yard.	
•	 At	the	end	whoever	has	the	most	trash	in	their	yard	looses.

*Challenge the kids to get the trash out faster and then play again.  

Putt Putt Goal
Setup:  The players will be in lines with their ball about 10-15 yards 
from the goal.  You will need at least one parent volunteer for each 
line to serve as a putt putt obstacle.  
Skills:  Dribbling around obstacles and shooting
Parent Help:  Need parent obstacle(s) for each line; someone to 
retrieve balls from goal and give them to kids; A couple volunteers 
to help collect shots that miss the goal and return the ball to the 
player; Help steering the players back to the line for their next turn. 
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Putt Putt Goal (cont.)

Details:
•	 This	is	best	if	you	have	to	two	volunteers	(parents	or	older	
siblings) to keep the lines short.  
•	 Have	 each	 volunteer	 (one	 can	 be	 you)	 stand	 halfway	 be-
tween a line and the goal.  The volunteers are like the obstacles 
at a putt putt park.  
•	 The	kids’	job	is	to	dribble	the	ball	and	shoot	a	goal.		
•	 This	 activity	 is	 open	 to	 endless	 variations,	 but	 it	 helps	 to	
start	simple.		Some	ideas:
•	 Volunteers	 stand	 still	 and	 the	 kids	 have	 to	 dribble	 around	
them in a circle before going on to shoot a goal.  The first time 
through the line dribble around one direction, then switch di-
rections next time.
•	 Volunteers	stand	with	their	legs	spread	out.		The	kids	have	
to dribble up and get the ball between the volunteer’s legs be-
fore going on to shoot a goal.
•	 Volunteers	stand	with	legs	spread	and	slowly	turn	in	a	circle	
(keeping legs spread).  This forces the kids to either stop and 
wait for you to turn to kick it through your legs or to dribble to 
keep up with your turning in order to get it through your legs.
•	 Volunteers	stand	on	one	leg	and	slowly	scissor	the	other	leg	
open and closed.  (Like a putt putt windmill).  The kids have to 
dribble up and time it to get the ball through your legs.
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space explorers Blast Off
Setup:  Set up cones (one cone per kid) in a wide arc around the goal.  
Skills:  Dribbling and shooting
Parent Help:  Retrieving balls from the goal and collecting any balls 
that	miss	the	goal.		Balls	should	be	returned	to	the	player.
Details:

•	 Players	gather	in	a	small	group	with	their	ball	near	the	par-
ent volunteer by the goal.
•	 Have	players	choose	which	cone	they	want	to	be	their	planet	
they explore.
•	 Explain	that	kids	are	space	explorers,	and	they	need	to	go	or-
bit (dribble in a circle around) their planet and check for aliens.  
After they orbit their planet, they need to race back home and 
land their rockets (shoot the ball in the goal).  
•	 First,	 though,	 they	 need	 to	 power	 up	 their	 rockets	 (balls).		
The kids power up their rockets by doing toe-taps (placing the 
sole of their foot on the top of the ball, alternating feet) during 
the countdown to blast off.   Start the kids with a countdown 
“10, 9, 8 . . .”  
•	 When	you	say	“Blast	off!”		the	kids	dribble	as	fast	as	they	can	
to their planet, orbit (circle) it, then return home and land their 
rocket in the goal.

*It can help to keep kids involved at this age to engage them in the 
story of the activity.  For instance, as you are doing the toe-taps 
ask, “what do space explorers need to do before they take off into 
space?” See what the kids say, but if they are being shy you can 



space explorers Blast Off (cont.)

prompt them.  “Eat?” “OK, let’s eat.” (have them pantomime eating),  
“Put on their spacesuits?” (have them pantomime getting dressed), 
“Say goodbye to their families” (have them wave to their parents). 
You	get	the	idea	.	.	.	Then	on	to	Blast	Off!

Ask them if they saw any aliens on their planets (try to keep them 
doing toe taps while you are talking).  If they say yes, tell them we 
need them to go back and get some more data . . . If they say no, tell 
them “our satellites are picking up some strange sounds . . . sounds 
like an alien party . . . we need you to back and check” or something.  
And then, countdown to blast off again.

Progressive shooting 
Setup:  (Cones or volunteers to serve as obstacles)  Split kids into 
two	groups	(3-4)	kids	and	place	their	balls	3-5	yds	from	goal.
Skills:  Shooting
Parent Help:  Helping the kids get their ball back after shooting and 
return to parent volunteer while staying out of the way of the kids 
doing activity.
Details:

•	 Split	your	team	in	half	so	kids	don’t	have	to	wait	in	line.		They	
will either be doing the activity or collecting their balls and re-
turning to you.
•	 Have	the	kids	repeat	and	use	their	other	foot.
•	 Have		a	group	of	players	place	their	ball	3-5	yards	from	the	
goal far enough apart that they could all kick them at the same 
time.  
•	 The	players	shoot	their	balls	at	goal	one	at	a	time.	Then	go	to	
retrieve their balls while the next group sets up and repeats.

NOPOSC Little Kickers Week 5 (cont.)



•	 Then	add	a	second	step.	 	Place	a	cone	10	yards	from	goal	
and	a	ball	3-5	yards	from	goal.		Tell	the	kids	that	now	they	have	
to run in a circle around the cone and then go shoot.  
•	 Add	a	third	step.		Now	kids	have	to	jump	over	a	first	cone	and	
run around the second cone before they shoot.  
•	 Have	them	try	to	do	the	activity	in	less	than	5	seconds,	en-
courage them to be speedy.

*Variations  use parent helpers instead of cones.  Have players crawl 
through helpers legs, jump over you the  coach, go through a tunnel 
of the other kids, whatever gets them excited.

sharks & Minnows
Setup:  Need to line up the kids on one side of the field and get par-
ent helpers to be sharks.
Skills:  Dribbling under control
Parent Help:  Parents can be sharks and unsuccessfully try to get 
balls from kids.
Details:

•	 Volunteer	parent	volunteeres	are	sharks.		Kids	are	minnows.		
•	 Minnows	try	to	dribble	their	balls	across	the	pond	without	
them being stolen by a hungry shark.  
•	 Use	the	area	the	size	of	your	field	as	the	pond.		
•	 Minnows	start	at	one	end	and	try	to	make	it	to	the	other	end.		
(Sharks should be very clumsy and unsuccessful!)
•	 Sharks	 should	 get	 close	 to	 eating	 the	 minnows	 when	 ball	
gets too far out in front of players.
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Bowls & Volcanoes
Setup:  (as many as 10 short cones)  Spread short cones around 
practice area.
Skills:  Dribbling with their head up
Parent Help:  Helping keep kids and their balls in the practice area.
Details:

•	 Put	 a	 group	 of	 flat	 cones	 spread	 out	 upside	 down	 in	 your	
grid.  These are the bowls (because they look like bowls).  
•	 Kids	may	reach	down	and	turn	a	bowl	cone	 into	a	volcano	
cone after dribbling a full circle around it.    
•	 When	 all	 cones	 are	 volcano	 oriented,	 stop	 and	 restart	 the	
kids.  Now their job is to make the volcanoes into bowls.  
•	 Eventually	 you	 can	 separate	 into	 2	 teams--some	 working	
for bowls, some for volcanoes.

switchers & snatchers
Setup:  Kids will dribble around in the practice area and one or two 
parent volunteers will be snatchers.
 Skills:  Dribbling under control and quick pursuit of ball
Parent Help:  Help collect any balls that get away.
Details:

•	 Kids	dribble	their	ball	within	the	practice	area.
•	 1-2	 “snatchers”	 will	 sneak	 around	 trying	 to	 take	 the	 ball	
away from players who let the ball get too far in front of them 
(Don’t actually take the ball just apply pressure).
•	 Explain	 to	 the	 kids	 that	 when	 the	 parent	 volunteer	 yells	
“switch!” they should leave their ball and find another ball.  You 
can explain that switching it up will confuse the snatchers and 
the snatchers should act accordingly when the switch hap-
pens.
The snatchers should move just fast enough to make sure the 
kids hurry to get to a ball during switches.
. 



5 second shooting
Setup: 	Gather	players	with	their	balls	at	the	half	field	line.		A	high	
five line that will keep kids out of the drill when returning to the par-
ent volunteer.
Skills:  Dribbling and shooting
Parent Help:  Retrieving balls from goal or beyond if goal was 
missed.  Helping players return to the parent volunteer without get-
ting in the way of the activity.
Details:

•	 With	kids	in	line	at	half	field	with	their	balls,	one	at	a	time	do	
a	countdown	5,	4,	3,	2,	1.		
•	 Tell	the	children	that	when	it	 is	their	turn	they	have	5	sec-
onds and only 5 seconds to dribble, shoot and try and score.   
•	 If	they	make	it	in	five	seconds,	they	should	run	to	the	parent	
volunteer and get a double high five and get back in line.
•	 Encourage	the	players	to	get	faster	each	time.
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